The Truth About Life Love and Sex—Helping Young People Make Healthy Choices in the Sexual Realm
FOFA Promotion
What is Sexual intercourse?

Who can tell me approximately what percentage of years 10’s are having sex?

Who can tell me approximately what % of year 12’s are having sex?
A Sex Picture

3rd National Secondary School Students and Sexual Health Study 2002, La Trobe University

Vaginal Intercourse

Year 10 Students 25% (up from 20% in 1997)

Year 12 Students 50% (approx 22% "unprotected sex")

Not all are ‘doing it’ but......
Australia’s Young People: Their Health and Wellbeing 2003

- Chlamydia notifications trebled between 1991 and 2001
- Gonorrhoea notifications x 1.5 between 1991 and 2001
- Both can cause infertility and are more severe at diagnosis
- Globally, more than half of all the new HIV infections are among the 15 to 24 age group
Rising Teen Abortion rates

Teen pregnancies aborted (South Australia figures)

1970-74  21%
1995-99  54%

Teen pregnancies aborted (Queensland figures)

2001     50.6%

(2349 abortions vs 2287 babies born to 15-19 year old mothers)
Related issues - Pornography

16-17 year olds (grade 12) who have had exposure to Internet pornography:

Boys 84%      Girls 60%

16-17 year olds (grade 12) who have deliberately looked for sex sites:

Boys 38%      Girls 2%
It is the purpose of this character based program to hold up that one correct answer for every student to see: that abstaining from pre marital sexual activity is the best and healthiest choice that we can make.
Cast a vision of a God’s design for marriage and sex

Teach the truth and consequences of premarital sex

Appreciate the value of healthy behaviors and abstinence in particular

Define the obstacles to overcome & skills needed to achieve that goal

Build young people that are able to make wise considered choices in the sexual realm and beyond
That they are worthy

YOU CAN’T GIVE SEX TO GET LOVE

THE LIE OF RISK REDUCTION
HOW SHOULD I HANDLE THE SEXUAL SIDE OF MY LIFE TODAY, AND IN THE YEARS TO COME
KEY POINTS

Your choices today will impact your future
True love is devotion based on commitment and unselfish concern for one another
Guard and protect your Uniqueness and value
Be critical Consumers
There are consequences to Premarital sex
A flexible Seven Unit Curriculum